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CPD Update
From the Editor

Although bushfires are a part of the
Australian bushland ecology, the events
of 7th February 2009 were quite unique
since European settlement. The fire
burnt so fiercely and quickly that the
number of victims was much higher than
was initially expected.
People were caught in their houses
when, with the blinds closed against
the 47°C heat, they didn’t see the fire
coming. Some decided to leave too
late and found that impassable roads
and the thick smoke made escape
impossible. The resulting death toll
led to the biggest Disaster Victim
Identification (DVI) initiative ever
undertaken by the Victorian police
and the involvement of every forensic
pathologist and odontologist (forensic
dentist) in Victoria. In the case of the
odontologists, almost every colleague
in Australia arrived for a weekly
rotation to assist us.

Forensic Odontology has been a part
of the Melbourne Dental School since
1991 when the first Graduate Diploma
in Forensic Odontology was offered.
Since then, Professor John Clement
and I have been involved in many DVI
exercises both at home and abroad.
Other members of the Victorian
Odontology team that are involved
with the School are Drs Tony Hill and
Jeremy Graham, who are also part
time casual staff with the Melbourne
Dental School.
DVI in Australia is overseen by the
Coronial Jurisdiction of the Courts and
the standards are very high. Unlike
some overseas countries where visual
identification is considered sufficient,
hard scientific evidence in the form of
dental, DNA or fingerprint matching is
mandatory.
The bushfire DVI involved three
processes. Firstly there were people
reported missing by relatives or
friends. Information relating to them
including dental and medical records,
fingerprints, personal details such
as height, hair & eye colour, etc were
collected by the police and forwarded
to the command centre where they
were entered on to a yellow AM
Interpol file.

Sometimes, of course, more than
one person would report a relative
missing, and it took a while to sort
out the multiple reports.
In the meantime the police at the
scene, accompanied by a forensic
pathologist and odontologist
searched for, documented, and
retrieved the bodies of the victims
and arranged for careful transport
to the Victorian Institute of Forensic
Medicine (VIFM). There they were
examined by a team of pathologists,
anthropologists, odontologists and
fingerprint experts all of whom
collected information relating to the
dead person and entered it onto a
pink PM Interpol file.
The match up of the two lots of
information was the third and the
longest part of the exercise. This can
be done in two ways, either manually,
where the dental pages of the yellow
and pink files are compared, or with
the help of a computer program
(Plassdata) which will match all
known information relating to the
missing person (the AM file) with that
of the victim (the PM file).
Continued on page 3...

Pictured left: A group of visiting
Indonesian forensic dentists learning
correct examination technique from
Professor John Clement.

A Word From
the Head

The DDS will involve advanced clinical
training, be research-led, evidencebased and international in focus,
producing graduates who will become
the leaders of their profession.

The Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry
and Health Sciences at the University
of Melbourne is undergoing a major
structural review in 2009. It is being
proposed to reduce the number of
schools in the Faculty to three or four
graduate Schools.

The course for overseas trained
dentists offered by Dental Health
Services Victoria (DHSV) has been
reconfigured into a Graduate
Certificate in Clinical Dentistry offered
jointly by the Melbourne Dental
School and DHSV. The first cohort of
students for this Graduate Certificate
began the new program in January
this year.

I am very pleased to report that
Dentistry will remain an independent
School reporting directly to the
Dean (or Executive Dean) of the
new Faculty structure. It is likely
there will be three graduate Schools;
the Melbourne Medical School, the
Melbourne Dental School and the
Melbourne School of Health Sciences
including Physiotherapy, Nursing,
Social Work and Hearing Sciences.
The fourth School that is being
considered is the Melbourne School
of Population Health. The restructure
is part of the implementation of
the Melbourne Model and part of
our mission to be an internationally
recognised centre of excellence.
The introduction of Melbourne in
the name of the Schools reflects our
proud link with the city of Melbourne.
The Faculty restructure also provides
the platform on which we will launch
our new graduate-entry, four year
professional degree the Doctor of
Dental Surgery (DDS) in 2011. This
year was the last intake of school
leavers into the BDSc first year with
unprecedented demand and record
high first preferences and ENTERs
for both the BDSc and BOH in 2009.
We will consider a small intake of
suitable applicants into the BDSc in
2010 but only into years 2 to 5. The
University of Melbourne has already
commenced promoting the DDS as
part of its “Dream Large” campaign.
To gain entry into the DDS in 2011
applicants will require a degree, such
as the Bachelor of Biomedicine, with
completion of units in Physiology,
Biochemistry and Anatomy.
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The global financial crisis will have
an impact on the University and the
Faculty as investment income that
has been used to offset increasing
operating expenditure will not be
available in 2009. Consequently the
school faces a very tight budget in
2009 and we may not be able to
replace all the staff retiring/resigning
which will increase workloads of
remaining staff, particularly at a time
when we are preparing to introduce
the new DDS curriculum.
The Melbourne Dental School has
entered into a funding agreement
with the Department of Health and
Aging to expand its rural clinical
placement program into Gippsland.
The agreement provides for the
purchase of dwellings, fleet vehicles
for staff and student travel and for
two dedicated student dental chairs.
The funding from the Department will
enable final year BDSc/DDS and BOH
students to be placed in Morwell with
the La Trobe Regional Health Service
and at other locations in Gippsland
to provide an essential clinical service
in rural Victoria. These rural clinical
placements will add significantly
to our current successful clinical
placements at the Goulburn Valley
Health Dental Clinic in Shepparton.

The relocation of the Royal Women’s
Hospital (RWH) provides a unique
and exciting opportunity for the Royal
Dental Hospital of Melbourne (RDHM)
together with the Melbourne Dental
School to expand their activities onto
the RWH site. The RWH building that
is being used for expansion of DHSV
is the building at the rear of the
RDHM which formerly was used for
the Key Centre for Women’s Health.
DHSV corporate services have already
relocated into this building. The
University of Melbourne has requested
the RWH Engineering (Stores) building
for the expansion of the dental school.
An expansion of the Dental School
will include new undergraduate and
postgraduate student teaching spaces
and more staff and postgraduate
student offices. The University of
Melbourne has submitted a formal bid
to the State government to acquire
the RWH building for the expansion of
the dental school.
The Melbourne Dental School has also
submitted a bid to the Department
of Innovation, Industry, Science and
Research to extend the Cooperative
Research Centre for Oral Health
Science. The new Oral Health CRC will
involve all the existing parties but will
also bring in some new companies
and internationally renowned
researchers to produce an impressive
multidisciplinary team approach to
tackle the major challenges faced
by Australians with the substantial
economic and social burden of the
oral diseases and disorders. I would
like to thank all those school staff who
worked so hard to prepare the bid,
particularly Gilda Pekin.

professor eric c. reynolds ao

Continued from cover story ...
As it also matches information other
than dental, we found it to be a great
help where dental information relating
to families was scarce. A group of
people found in one house may have
very different file numbers, but if they
were found together we could assume
for argument’s sake that they were the
same family, and this narrowed the
search and saved time.
One problem with the bushfire
disaster was that it was what is
termed an “Open Disaster”. In other
words, the people reported missing
may in fact have been elsewhere & the
relatives were not aware of this, and
there may have been bodies retrieved
that belonged to people that had
not been reported as missing. Unless
there is information relating both to
the missing person and the particular
victim, a match and therefore
identification cannot be made.
Working in a borrowed odontology
office (our office was far too small),
we were fortunate to be given all
available assistance in our huge task
of identifying 170 victims.

MURRAY
RIVER
MARATHON

Even at the time it didn’t really seem
like a good idea! I should have taken
this as a warning and bailed out with my
reputation bruised, not broken. It was
a risk!
The Murray Marathon has been
running since 1969 in a variety of
formats with a number of sponsors.
For the past several years, the Red
Cross has held the reins and managed
the event – it is essentially a fund
raiser. The 2008 marathon was
the last year that they had control
before handing it over to the YMCA.

The Royal Dental Hospital arranged for Accurate odontograms, dates
the invaluable help of Jane Cardwell
of treatment and particularly
and Carol Reade, followed by Maggie
radiographs enabled us to do our job
Ho, Jodie Winnell and Catherine
as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Leslie, who made phone calls to
Once a match was found and
dentists to retrieve dental records
checked by several colleagues, a
and radiographs, entered dental
reconciliation report, which detailed
charts onto the computer system
the methods used to make the match,
and acted as
was produced
administrative
and one of the
assistants to
Odontology team
the AM and PM
We were also fortunate in
presented this
coordinators.
that the standard of record
to the Coroner.
They stayed
The decision as
keeping practiced by the
with us for
to whether there
majority of the dentists who
many weeks
was enough
lost
patients
in
the
fire
and
and we would
evidence rested
forwarded the records to us
have found
with her, so
was very high.
our task much
we had to be
more difficult
sure there were
without them.
no mistakes.
The Dental
Sometimes
Practice Board and Australian Dental
the dental evidence pointed to a
Association assisted us by providing
possibility rather than a definite
information to dentists via e-mail and
identification, and we then relied on
website.
corroborative evidence from other

The process took seven weeks to
complete. Approximately 100 victims
out of the 170 were identified by
dental means alone and another 25
were assisted by dental information.
Unfortunately we were unable to
assist with some severely burnt
victims, and there were some missing
persons who had not been to the
dentist!

We were also fortunate in that the
standard of record keeping practiced
by the majority of the dentists who
lost patients in the fire and forwarded
the records to us was very high.

sources such as location, property, etc.
In this way, each group of forensic
scientists assisted each other. For
example, we were able to age children
to within one or two years and this
enabled the police to establish who
was who in a family group.

This change will mean little to the
average participant kayaker except
that they should probably become
expert at the song made famous by
the Village People some years back
and be prepared to dress up variously
as an American Indian or perhaps a
construction worker.

comfort and mend broken kayaks and
egos. For the past two years I decided
to put my paddle where my mouth
was and give it a go. How hard could it
be? After all, the race is in the direction
of the river flow...

of the flat water racers and the
athletically insane. My choice has
been a nobler craft – the sea-kayak.
Not for me the wobble and speed of
competitive water craft. The sea kayak
is a stable, armchair type of vessel,
designed for sea conditions, perhaps
even fishing, rather than the all out
racing conditions of a flat river. Of
course the disadvantage is that your
average sea kayak is heavier (as is
usually the sea kayaker) – thus slower
(although “engine” dependent) which
consequently means the paddler
spends more time in it paddling
– and therefore the kayak needs to be
more comfortable. The logic of this
circular discussion is to a degree self
defeating!

Prior to 2007, for about eight years our
family headed off to the event; our
daughters as relay kayakers for their
MLC school team (Methodist Ladies
College in Melbourne) and Eryn, my
wife and I as ground support crew.
We yelled out encouraging things
from the bank like “paddle faster”
and “hurry up - they’re catching you”.
Certainly the ground crew work hard
– particularly in the sometimes 40+
degree days, in the dust (maintaining
a biological item of interest for bush
flies) while they feed, refill drink packs,

As with all sports, there are rules
which cannot be broken for fear
of causing offence among the
participants. The most important rule
that non kayakers must never break
is to call what kayakers do, rowing.
It’s paddling – with paddles, not oars.
Other than that kayakers are a fairly
benign bunch of reasonable people
who, with the exception of enduring
the Murray Marathon and a few
other back breaking events, are quite
sensible in my experience.
I can’t (actually I refuse) to paddle in
the knife edged tippy and altogether
uncomfortable K class kayaks beloved

Forensic odontology proved (again!)
that it is a quick, reliable and cost
effective method of identification
in a situation where dental care is
common in a community and dental
record keeping is of a high standard.
A dental record is as individual as
a fingerprint and much more long
lasting!

Pamela J.G.Craig

Continued on back page...
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Promotions
and Awards

At the recent 39th Annual Student
Research Presentation Day, staff
members Dr Graham Woolley
and Associate Professor Michael
McCullough were recipients of awards
for excellence in teaching. Dr Woolley
received the WM and AV Eggleston
Trust Excellence in Teaching Award and
A/Professor McCullough received the
IJ Marks and TC Adamson Prize.

Appointment of
New Principal
Oral Health
Advisor

The Melbourne Dental School is
pleased to advise that Dr Rodrigo
Mãrino has been promoted to
Principal Research Fellow and
Dr Ivan Darby promoted to
Associate Professor.
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At the recent International
Association for Dental Research
(IADR) General Session meeting held
in Miami, Florida, Eric Reynolds and
Stuart Dashper were honoured with
an IADR/GlaxoSmithKline Innovation
in Oral Care Award. The prestigious
award recognises research in
innovative oral care technologies that
may maintain and improve oral health
and the quality of life.
The citation reads:
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1. Dr Chankhrit Sathorn
2. Dr Rishi Pathirana
3. Associate Professor Michael McCullough
4. Dr Graham Woolley
5. Dr Rodrigo Mãrino
6. Dr Ivan Darby
7. Professor Mike Morgan

Eric Reynolds and Stuart Dashper,
Melbourne Dental School, The
University of Melbourne, Australia,
CRC for Oral Health Science.
“Development of Oxantel to Prevent
Periodontopathogenic Biofilm
Formation”. Oxantel is already
approved for use in humans at
relatively high concentrations as a
treatment for intestinal parasites.
Reynolds and his team have patented
its use for the treatment of periodontal
diseases. Once the efficacy of Oxantel
against periodontopathogenic bacterial
biofilms has been demonstrated,
it should be possible to develop a
professional product that will result
in improved oral health for persons
with periodontitis. The award provides
$US75,000 for research.
Congratulations to Dr Rishi Pathirana
and Dr Chankhrit Sathorn
on being awarded the Ernest Joske
Award which is given by the University
Council on the recommendation of
the Head of School to a staff member
(or in this case, staff members)
whose published work constitutes
an important contribution to dental
science.

In a recent competition run through
UniJobs, Australia’s University job
website, Professor John Clement
was nominated as one of the Top
10 Lecturers for The University of
Melbourne.
Professor Eric Reynolds has been
honoured with election to the
Academy of Technological Sciences
and Engineering. Professor Reynolds
has researched the aetiology and
prevention of oral diseases for more
than 20 years. Professor Reynolds’
work has changed the practice of
preventative dentistry by tackling oral
diseases and disorders costing around
$3 billion in treatment annually
in Australia. After investigating
the bacteria responsible for dental
caries and periodontitis, Professor
Reynolds identified molecular
processes that allow the repair of
early tooth decay without invasive
processes. The technology that he
developed has been commercialised
under the trademark RecaldentTM.
Professor Reynolds was awarded
the 2005 Victoria Prize. He has also
been elected to Fellowship in the
International College of Dentists.
This fellowship recognises the
contribution that Professor Reynolds,
as a non-dentist, has made to
dentistry and the community through
his research activities. He can add
the post-nominals FICD to his already
impressive list of qualifications.

Professor Mike Morgan, Colgate Chair
of Population Oral Health, has been
appointed to the position of Principal
Oral Health Adviser at Dental Health
Services Victoria. This significant
position will provide strategic and
high level advice to the DHSV Board,
Chief Executive and stakeholders,
particularly on critical clinical issues.
The Principal Oral Health Advisor will
be a key advocate in dental and oral
health curriculum, public dentistry,
population health and strategic
development and will contribute to
DHSV’s ability to meet changing oral
health models of care and clinical
practice. He will also work to improve
understanding of oral health as a key
factor in the overall health of Victoria.

Extracted from the Vice-Chancellor’s report
to Council.

newsinbrief
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VALE
Dr Alan Malcolm

31st August 1924 – 3rd September 2008

Readers may remember the story
in the last edition about the Back
Teeth Boys, the group of dental
students who organised the MDSS
Charity Concert to raise money for the
Rotary Club of Footscray’s Vietnam
Dental Health Project, which is led
by Dr Jamie Robertson and a team of
volunteers. Dr Robertson was invited
to the annual Student Research
Presentation Day and the Back Teeth
Boys, Tri Nguyen, Leighton Phu, Viet
Nguyen, Mark Nguyen and Sam Koh
presented him with a cheque for
$1,500 for the project.
“Can we help?” the ABC Information
program hosted by Peter Rowsthorn
came to visit the Melbourne Dental
School in late November 2008, in
response to a viewer question “Do
trainee dentists practice on real
people?” The program briefly covered
the significant academic studies that
student dentists have to undertake
– and showed that the practical side is
just part of a much bigger picture.
The focus of the program was not
on the academic side of things.
The emphasis was getting to grips
with how student dentists learn the
practical, hands on skills they need as
qualified dentists. The program used
the viewer question as a springboard
to look at other interesting issues
surrounding the subject. The program
knew that trainee dentists don’t go
straight from the books to patients to
practice on – they wanted to find out
what’s in between.

Some of the questions asked were
“Do students practice on dummies,
volunteers or friends? How do they
learn to give injections? How do the
students feel about their first real
patient?”
The film crew also took time out
to visit the Henry Forman Atkinson
Dental Museum. Professor Atkinson
spoke about the history of dentistry
and dental training, identified
some of the early instruments and
demonstrated how the pedal engine
was used.
To watch this episode of
“Can We Help” please follow the link:
www.abc.net.au/tv/canwehelp/video/

Top: The Back Teeth Boys, Tri Nguyen,
Leighton Phu, Viet Nguyen, Mark Nguyen
and Sam Koh, presented Dr Jamie
Robertston with a cheque for $1,500.
Above: Ms Sue Dobell and Peter
Rowsthorn in the Simulation Lab with the
ABC film crew.

The School was saddened to hear of
the passing of Dr Malcolm who was a
demonstrator and lecturer for many
years. Colleagues and friends from
the School attended Alan’s funeral
which was held at the Sandringham
Uniting Church in Melbourne.
Dr Alan Malcolm was responsible for
the design of a microradiographic
apparatus approximately 40 years
ago that has since been housed in
the Dental School and has been used
for a variety of research projects.
It can be utilised for a variety of
applications such as microradiography
of sections of a variety of
specimens such as tooth enamel
or bone, stereomicrography, and
macroradiography of small specimens.
In recent years, the main application
of this apparatus has been transverse
microradiography of small sections of
tooth enamel containing artificiallycreated subsurface decay. In this
application, the micradiography
apparatus has been crucial in
enabling very accurate quantification
of remineralisation (repair) of decay
exposed to anti-decay agents such as
casein phosphopeptide-amorphous
calcium phosphate. This apparatus
has proved to be an indispensable
research tool over many years.
(pictured above)
Dr Alan Malcolm will be very kindly
remembered for his encouragement,
patience and respectful attitude
towards students. The confidence
he instilled in dental students was
invaluable.

VALE
Dr John David
Jago

6th August 1927 – 30th May 2008
John graduated in 1950 and practiced
for 15 years in Victoria, establishing
a reputation treating children and
adolescents with intellectual and
physical disabilities. In 1977 he
took up an appointment with the
University of Queensland Dental

School where he developed the
Dentistry for Children programme. In
1985 he was appointed Professor of
Dentistry in the Faculty of Medicine at
the University of Papua New Guinea.
John was qualified in dentistry and
public health, attaining the Master
of Dental Science degree from
the University of Queensland and
the Doctor of Public Health from
Columbia University, New York. He
had over 20 published papers in
recognised Australian and overseas
journals on various aspects of
dentistry, epidemiology, sociology and
dental education.
John was an active member of
the ADA and served on a number
of Committees in Victoria and
Queensland and was the driving force
behind a number of professional
organsations. On his return to
Australia in 1988, he was appointed
as a Visiting Professor of Dentistry
at The University of Melbourne
and taught in all years of the
BDSc as well as being involved in
the MDSc programme. He was
especially interested in the first year
undergraduate subject Dentistry and
the Community. He discovered that
there was no award to students in
preventative and community dentistry
and endowed the John and Elsie Jago
Memorial Prize in Community Dental
Health in honour of his parents.
After retirement from active practice,
he returned to Sale and became
involved in local community affairs
and local government, being elected
to the Sale City Council and served
two terms as Mayor for Wellington
Shire Council. He was President of the
Victorian Local Governance Society.
John was particularly interested in
environmental matters and was
a Life Member of the Australian
Conservation Foundation and also
served as President of the Victorian
Wetlands Trust. He and his wife
were supportive of the Gippsland Art
Gallery at Sale and after retiring from
the Council, he took on the presidency
of the Gippsland Art Gallery
Society. John’s wife Esther is an avid
watercolorist and has held several
exhibitions in the Sale district.
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1. Etruscan bridge (replica) c.1957, natural teeth
and gold bands. Reg. no. 832.

5. Half round sculptor, c.1895, steel blade,
wooden handle, 14.0 x 2.0 cm. Reg. no. 1401

2. Denture full upper, c .1790, carved from ivory,
2.0 x 7.0 x 5.0 cm. Reg. no. 834

6. Figure of 8 calipers, c 1890, plated metal.
Reg. no. 244.

3. Saw, Kaeber, 1850-1890s, nickel plated steel,
13.0 x 5.0 x .25 cm. Reg. no. 786

7. Broach holder, c.1860, steel with ebony
handle. Used for making and enlarging holes for
denture springs, 11.5 x 1.0cm. Reg. no. 235

4. Large scraper, 1850-1950, steel blade, wooden
handle, 18.5 x 2.0 x 1.5 cm. Reg. no. 925

The Ivory
Carver

1
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Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher,
vanity of vanities; all is vanity
Some 5000 years ago an Egyptian was
attempting to maintain appearances
after the loss of a tooth by wearing a
simple form of bridge made from a
human tooth with gold wire twisted
around a neighbouring one for support.
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More sophisticated examples were
found in Tuscany some 3000 years
ago. These consisted of bands of
gold with human teeth held by rivets
(Image 1.) In more recent times when
dental treatment involved the forceful
removal of an offending tooth with
a pelican, and in some cases the use
of spells and potions, other measures
were being used to disguise tooth
loss and maintain a semblance of
youth. Queen Elizabeth I, reportedly
took all her meals in private and only
appeared in public after her cheeks,
sunken from tooth loss, had been
padded out with small rolls of cloth.
In a similar vein the first president of
the United States of America, George
Washington, although able to take
advantage of the latest advances
in the science and art of dentistry,
suffered constantly from his spring
retained dentures. The president was
known to pad out his fallen cheeks
when appearing before a portrait
painter. His dentures were able to
assist with speech and mastication
but could not replace lost tissue.
What then could be done to resolve
the double jeopardy of restoring
appearance and function? A very
commendable attempt was made by
replacing lost teeth and tissue with a
carving in ivory.
One of the museum’s treasures is
an upper denture carved in great
detail from ivory, but how was the
restoration of form and function,
beauty and biting actually achieved
(Image 2.)
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It was generally thought at the time
this carving was made - at the end
of the seventeen hundreds - that the
appearance of a person was strongly
influenced by their temperament.
With the creation of a new denture
it was therefore necessary to firstly
determine by which of the four
humours, bibulous, sanguineous,
nervous or lymphatic the subject
was controlled. From this assessment
an indication could be gained as to
what form the new teeth should take
that would best harmonise with the
subject’s face.
Next the all important steps were
taken to find out what were once the
physical characteristics of the face
when at rest. To do this the subject
was required to ‘bite’, (now with
toothless gums), into a ball of warm
softened beeswax until a position of
the jaw was found when the patient
appeared comfortable and the face
unstrained. The art trained dentist
however would know that when the
distance from the tip of the chin to
the base of the nose equalled that
from the corner of the mouth to the
centre of the eye, the vertical height
of the face had been restored and the
jaw was in the rest position. At the
same sitting the centre line of the
face would be scored in the wax.
After the removal of the beeswax
it was time to peer again inside
the mouth where the position of
anatomical landmarks, now much
disturbed by loss of teeth and tissue,
could be determined and their
relationships noted. With dividers and
rule the depth of the palate together
with the length, width and height of
the gums were recorded.
Finally a mix of plaster of Paris and
water would be poured into the
recently created wax mould to give a
model of the mouth.

Armed with this information the
Frequent use was made of the figure
dentist would then make a selection
of eight calipers to ensure that
from the available types of ivory,
the thinnest possible palate with
with consideration being given as to
correct anatomical configuration was
whether ivory from a water dwelling
obtained; for one cut too deep could
animal, sea or river, was more suited
ruin weeks of work.
to the human environment than
(Image 6.)
that of the land roaming elephant.
The final stage in the creation of
The selected blank, with frequent
the ivory denture was the polishing,
reference to the model and previous
through pumice to chalk, to rouge, to
measurements, was then reduced
give the appearance of natural teeth.
by saw, file, gouge and chisel until it
It is worthy of note that in the history
could, without too much discomfort
of dentistry this process was the first
to the subject,
occasion
be taken into the
on which
mouth for the all
a machine
important stage
might be
of ‘fitting’. With
used - the
Much
greater
detail
could
be
some very careful
treadle foot
exhibited in private to family
carving, filing
operated
and the closest of friends
and scraping,
polishing
where such a treasure could
a balanced
lathe, or
contact between
be removed, passed around
simply the
ivory and tissue
and admired!
dental lathe.
was obtained.
A ‘set’,
This was a very
consisting
tedious and
of upper
time-consuming
and lower
task for both
denture, before final acceptance by
subject and operator often requiring
a patient was fitted with springs at
a period of days, before stability and a
either side to aid retention; ‘to keep
measure of comfort resulted.
the upper up and the lower down’.
(Images 3, 4, 5. )
(Image 7.) This was an arrangement
Attention was then paid as to the
that was difficult to manage as it was
position of the original teeth by
necessary for the wearer to hold the
reducing the front edge of the block
dentures in the closed position while
until it was just visible below the
manipulating through the lips into
upper lip when at rest, at the same
the mouth.
time ensuring that the molar regions
A carved ivory denture, such as
were in the same plane.
the example in the Henry Forman
The true anatomical artist now
Atkinson Dental Museum, could only
emerged as the detailed carving
be afforded by the very wealthy and
progressed with each anterior tooth
thus a denture was a very personal
and surrounding gum being brought
possession, the success and beauty
to life from ivory. This was followed
of which would be demonstrated
by the essential cuspal carving of
in public when smiling, speaking or
the molars. Finally, and with the
eating. Much greater detail could be
greatest of care, the central portion
exhibited in private to family and
of the block, now an embryo denture,
the closest of friends where such a
and as yet virtually untouched, was
treasure could be removed, passed
carved away to give the tongue the
around and admired!
maximum amount of space in which
to move for clear speech and efficient
mastication.

Was it the acquisition of a denture
that allowed ladies to smile
confidently when having their
portraits painted as was evident in the
example of the self portrait of Madam
Vigée-Lebrun, exhibited in the Paris
Salon of 1787*.
The art of the dental ivory carver
was disappearing in the mid 1800s
as a result of the application of the
vulcanisation of rubber to dental
problems and the manufacture of
lifelike porcelain teeth; moves which
eventually advanced the fabrication of
dentures into larger workrooms and
to production line methods. However
because of the focus of ‘dental
authorities’ on ‘manual dexterity’
dental students in Melbourne, as
late as 1910, were required to carve a
denture in ‘vegetable ivory’ and as a
result retain amongst their laboratory
tools today, examples that were used
one hundred years ago.
*For a discussion of this painting see
Professor Colin Jones’, FBA Professor
of History Queen Mary University
of London, current manuscript The
French Smile Revolution: Identity and
Dentistry in 19th Century Paris, http://
webspace.qmul.ac.uk/cdhjones/
currentresearch.html
Appreciation is expressed to Ms Louise
Murray for research and editorial
assistance.

H.F. Atkinson
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Left: Photograph, Albert Duke of York,
1927. Reg. no. 2023

The Duke of
York’s happy
recollections
of an eventful
visit to the
University

On behalf of the Duke of York, the
letter declines the offer of Honorary
Life Member of the Dental Students’
Society; due to the established
practice for members of the Royal
Family to accept positions in clubs and
organisations as a whole and not in
individual branches. As the
Dental Students’

On Wednesday 27 April
1927, His Royal Highness,
Prince Albert, Duke of York
attended the University of
Melbourne to receive the
honorary Degree of Doctor of
Laws, presented by Professor
Wallace, President of the
Professorial Board.
According to the unnamed
author of the article “Uncouth
Australians”, from TIME Magazine,
at the conclusion of the ceremony
dental students marched up (to the
Duke), shook his hand, and emitted
such greetings as: “Meet me, Duke,
I’m a fellow of good extraction”; or
“Give my best to your old man and
the missus, Bertie”. 1 The students
then absconded with the Duke and
escorted him around the University
with the intention of ‘welcoming’
him into the Dental Students’ ‘Club’
before returning him safely to his car
to continue with the official duties
scheduled for the day. 2
The escapades of dental students
during the Duke of York’s visit to the
University of Melbourne in 1927 are
alluded to in a letter in the Dental
Museum’s collection that recently
underwent conservation treatment
at the Centre for Cultural Materials
Conservation.
Addressed to Cecil D. Hearman, then
President of the Dental Students’
Society, and signed P. K. Hodgson,
Private Secretary to his Royal Highness
the Duke of York, the letter was sent
from Government House, Adelaide,
on 4 May 1927, where the Duke was
staying during his visit to Australia
to open the new Federal Capital of
Canberra.
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Below: Letter, (typed copy), P. K. Hodgson
to Cecil D. Hearman, 1927, reg. no. 2023

school relocated to Elizabeth Street in
1963.

Whilst the story of the Duke’s capture
during his visit to the University of
Melbourne has circulated as rumor
and myth for decades, the TIME
Magazine article – which came to light
with research undertaken in concert
with the conservation treatment
– helps further illuminate the real
significance of the letter and
photograph, and supports previous
research undertaken by Professor
H. F. Atkinson. 3
The final line of the letter from
the Duke’s secretary reads;
“I am at the same time, to
assure you that he will
always have very happy
recollections of his visit to
the University”.

Society
was considered a
branch of the University of
Melbourne, the Duke was obliged to
decline. (see image of letter above)

Whilst the dental
students involved in
the incident described
by TIME no doubt
received a dressing
down, and were
reprimanded by
University elders among others, the
reassuring words in the final line of
the letter indicate that the Duke saw
the escapade in the spirit of fun and
good humour in which it was most
likely intended.

The letter was accompanied by a
sepia-toned photograph of the Duke
of York in naval dress and was signed;
“Albert 1927”, (see photograph of Duke
of York, above). Sometime after it was
received the letter and photograph
were mounted and framed, and
a typed copy of the original letter
attached to the back. Although the
Duke declined the students’ request to
join their society, the careful copying
of the original letter and the framing
of it alongside the Duke’s photograph
suggests the importance and affection
the student body attached to these
items.

The Melbourne Dental School
generously funded the conservation
treatment of this significant and
somewhat curious item of dental
history which has been cleaned,
remounted and reframed to
conservation standards ready for
future generations to ponder and
enjoy.

The framed work was duly hung in the
Dungeon, the common room occupied
by the Dental Students’ Society, at the
Australian College of Dentistry, Spring
Street, where it remained until the

2 “Uncouth Australians”, TIME Magazine, 9 May

Louise Murray

1 “Uncouth Australians”, TIME Magazine, 9 May 1927,
TIME Inc. http://www.time.com/time/magazine
article/0,9171,730494,00.html
1927, TIME Inc.

3 A forthcoming essay by Professor Emeritus Henry

Atkinson will discuss at length the events that took
place in 1927 involving the Duke of York and the
dental students.

Dr Averil Tse
DClinDent (Periodontics)

Dr Averil Tse completed her
undergraduate degree in 2001 at
the University of Otago, Dunedin,
New Zealand. Graduating second
in her class with a Bachelor of
Dental Surgery, Averil received
awards for Excellence in Restorative
Dentistry and the LP Davies Prize for
Community Dental Health. Averil
went on to work as a house surgeon
for the Auckland Regional District
Health Board (NZ). This position
included postings to three major
metropolitan hospitals, where
she gained invaluable experience
and interest in oral surgery and
emergency pain management.
This position provided Averil with the
opportunity to expand and promote
the dentist’s role in a multidisciplinary
medical environment, which included
liaising with medical colleagues
and taking an active role in the oral
health care of medically compromised
(cardiac/liver or kidney transplant)
patients and head and neck cancer
patients.
Averil completed the primary FRACDS
examinations in 2003, receiving
commendations in 5 subjects. Many
of the candidates she met at these
examinations went on to complete
or are currently undertaking
postgraduate studies; several of them
at The University of Melbourne.
In 2004, Averil commenced private
practice in Titirangi, West Auckland,
New Zealand. Famous for its
stunning west coast beaches and
acclaimed surf spots, practicing in this
idyllic setting allowed Averil to hone
her restorative and endodontic skills,
disciplines which had been somewhat
neglected during her time at the
hospital. It was during this period
that Averil rediscovered her passion
for endodontics. As an undergraduate
student, inspired by dedicated and
skilled endodontic demonstrators, this
particular discipline had always been

one that she found simultaneously
challenging and rewarding.
Averil is currently in final year in her
postgraduate studies for the Doctor
of Clinical Dentistry (Endodontics)
Degree, at the University of
Melbourne. Averil has enjoyed
her time in Melbourne immensely,
catching up with classmates and old
friends, and also making many new
friends at the Dental School. The
Endodontics programme, like any
postgraduate dental degree, has been
an invigorating challenge, while the
opportunity to teach and interact
with undergraduate dental students
has also been a very rewarding part of
the programme.
Her time in Otago provided Averil
with the perfect setting to nurture
interests in outdoor pursuits such
as skiing, snowboarding and touch
rugby. Since moving to Melbourne,
Averil has been playing in local
touch rugby competitions. She is
also a keen a spectator of rugby and
cricket. The beautiful South Island
countryside also provided an inspiring
backdrop for pursuing black and
white photography, but unfortunately
she is finding less time available for
that lately!
The postgraduate experience has
been a positive and rewarding one,
although not without its hardships
at times. Averil firmly recommends
undertaking further study to those
dental graduates and undergraduates
with a passion for a particular field of
dentistry. However, Averil is looking
forward to completing her degree at
the end of 2009 and taking a break
from study! The next important task
following graduation will be the far
more difficult one of organising her
wedding with her fiancé, Derek, in
early 2010!

Dr Saleh Al
Mohammed
(DClinDent)
(Prosthodontics)

Dr Saleh Almohammed commenced
his dental undergraduate education
in the Bachelor of Dental Surgery
(BDS) in 1995 at Jordon University
of Science and Technology and
graduated top of the class in June
2000 and was on the Dean’s Honours
role every year during his study.
In December 2000, Saleh was
employed as a Clinical Dental Officer
at the Dental Teaching Centre, Faculty
of Dentistry at Jordon University.
This position is only awarded for
top graduates and Saleh continued
in this position until 2005. During
that time he was involved in treating
patients, demonstrating and lecturing
undergraduate students. Saleh was
interested in Oral Surgery, Removable
and Fixed Prosthodontics, and
Implant Dentistry and spent three
years of supervised clinical practice at
these clinics during which he gained
a good experience in diagnosis and
treatment planning.

In November 2007 Saleh passed all
of his written and clinical exams
and thus completed the didactic
and clinical components of the
DClinDent (Prosthodontics). In
February 2008 he was employed as
a prosthodontist at the Royal Dental
Hospital of Melbourne (RDHM) and
in January 2009 completed his thesis
and obtained the DClinDent degree
in Prosthodontics. Saleh has recently
been awarded the membership of
the Royal Australasian College of
Dental Surgeons (MRACDS Pros) and is
preparing for the fellowship. He is still
working at the RDHM and teaching
OTC candidates and will return home
to Jordon at the end of this year where
he will be appointed at the Faculty
of Dentistry/JUST as an Assistant
Professor in the Posthodontics
Department.
Dr Al Mohammed has enjoyed
studying at the Melbourne Dental
School and has, with his beloved
family, spent four very interesting and
enjoyable years in Melbourne.
He cannot imagine the moment at
which they will leave Melbourne to
return to their homeland Jordan. Their
only solace is that they will return.

In 2002 and 2003 Saleh passed the
three exams held by the Royal College
of Surgeons in Ireland (Medical,
Basic Dental, and Clinical Dental)
and was awarded the membership
of the College (MFDS RCSI). In
November 2004 he was accepted to
study Prosthodontics at Melbourne
Dental School (MDS). The Faculty of
Dentistry at JUST sponsored him for
his study and he commenced the
Doctor of Clinical Dentistry (DCD) in
Prosthodontics in March 2005. It was
a very challenging time for Saleh as
an international student, studying,
as well as taking care of his wife and
two young children and he made
the decision to teach undergraduate
students and candidates of Overseas
Dentists Training Course (OTC) to be
able to cover his family needs.
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Far left: A/Professor Peter Parashos,
Dr. Luke Moloney, Dr. Jeff Ward and
Dr. Vijay John engage in animated
discussions during the Q&A session.

CPDUPDATE

Left: Attending from Western Australia,
Dr. Juan Camilo Villegas.

Bleaching
Update 2009:
Bleaching
Options from
the Youngest
to the Oldest
Patient

Friday 31 July 2009
(9.00 am—5.00 pm)
The Melbourne Dental School in
conjunction with Gunz Dental /
Ultradent are proud to present this
one day lecture program centered on
Vital Bleaching. Professor Haywood
draws on 30 years of clinical and
research experience in this important
field. This full day program promises
to provide evidence based support for
everyday clinical decisions.

COURSE SYNOPSIS
Tooth bleaching has swept the
country and includes older adults
age 80 down to young children age
ten. Indication and contraindications
for each age group and tooth
discoloration will be presented.
Also the status of research on tray
bleaching and in-office bleaching
with and without a light. Clinical
protocols for the treatment of
unusual discolorations such as brown
and white spots, as well as nicotine
and tetracycline-stained teeth will be
discussed, as well as tray fabrication
options for use in sensitivity
treatment, caries control and to be
worn over orthodontic brackets.

OBJECTIVES

COURSE DETAILS

The participant will learn

Venue:
Bio 21 Institute Auditorium
30 Flemington Road
(Crn of Park Drive), Parkville 3010
Melways ref: 2A, K7

• A proper bleaching examination,
plus differences between hydrogen
and carbamide peroxide and how
that affects treatment time and
side effects

CPD credit: 6 hours

• The age-specific recommendations
for bleaching, and safety issues

Audience: Dentists, Hygienists,
Assistants, Office Staff, Students

• Clinical examples of indications for
bleaching, and research support for
each technique

Date: Friday 31 July 2009
(9.00 am—5.00 pm)

• Treatment options for sensitivity
during bleaching, and caries control
with bleaching products
• In-office bleaching, with and
without light, compared to tray
bleaching

PRESENTER
Van B. Haywood, D.M.D., is Professor
in the Department of Oral
Rehabilitation, School of Dentistry,
Medical College of Georgia. In 1989,
he co-authored the first publication
in the world on Nightguard vital
bleaching (at-home bleaching) with
Dr. Harald Heymann, and in 1997
co-authored the first article on
extended treatment (six-months) of
tetracycline-stained teeth using this
technique. He has completed further
research and over 70 publications on
the NGVB technique and the topic
of bleaching and esthetics, including
the first papers on treating bleaching
sensitivity with potassium nitrate,
direct thermoplastic tray fabrication,
and bleaching primary teeth and
caries control with bleaching
materials. His book titled
“Tooth Whitening: Indications
and Outcomes of Nightguard
Vital Bleaching”, was published by
Quintessence International in May
2007 and is available at
www.quintpub.com online.

2008
Continuing
Professional
Development
Report

Cost: $400

TO REGISTER FOR
THIS COURSE PLEASE
CONTACT
Continuing Professional
Development Office
Melbourne Dental School
The University of Melbourne,
5th Floor, 720 Swanston Street,
Carlton Victoria 3053
Tel + 61 3 9341 1506
Fax + 61 3 9341 1595
www.dent.unimelb.edu.au

2008 MELBOURNE
ENDODONTICS
EXTRAVAGANZA
“21st Century
Endodontics”
On Friday 24 October 2008, the
Melbourne Dental School, Continuing
Professional Development Program
ran the first of its new larger-style
conferences.
The course was held at the Sofitel
Melbourne and had 150 delegates
attend the full day lecture program
which was Chaired by Dr. Steven Cohn
from Sydney. Our keynote speakers
for the day were A/Professor Peter
Parashos, Dr. Luke Moloney, Dr. Paul
FitzWalter, Dr. Vijay John, Dr. Matt Filei
and Dr. Jeff Ward.
The program was co-badged with the
ADAVB with sponsorship from Henry
Schein Halas, Morita and Obtura
Spartan.

The feedback received from the
delegates was overwhelming with
comments offering praise for the
excellent line up of speakers and
subject content and to the overall
smooth running of the program.
I would like to thank Janice Wong
from the ADAVB who was kindly on
hand for the day to offer guidance
and support. Special thanks to
our own CPD administrative staff,
Samantha Vassallo La Rosa and
Elena Malgeri for all their hard work
throughout the year organizing the
program. A/Professor Peter Parashos
kindly shared his wealth of experience
to allow such a strong line up of
speakers to make the program the
success that it was.
This program was the beginning of
what we hope will be many new
and exciting CPD programs that
the Melbourne Dental School in
conjunction with ADAVB has on offer
for the future.

Dr. Roy B Judge
Director
Continuing Professional Development

2902:

Updating Oral Health Care Skills

2907:

Digital Photography in Dentistry

Monday 13 to Wednesday15 July
Friday 24 to Saturday 25 July
Friday 31 July

The joint ADA/VB Melbourne Dental
School committee has formulated two
larger courses on Cracked and Split
Teeth and Lasers in Dentistry. Both
of these courses will have significant
hands-on components with a wide
range of experienced speakers.
Many of our programs have reached
their full registration limit but we still
have places available in the programs
listed in the table below. We look
forward to the 2009 program and
hope to see you all throughout the
course of the year.

The CPD program at the Melbourne
Dental School has enlisted a diversity
of speakers and is offering an
expanded Resin Composite course
and a new lab/clinician interaction
course. Further highlights to the 2009
program are two new periodontal
courses focusing on periodontal
surgery and implant maintenance.

June
Friday 5 June

2910:

2912:

2009:

Directly Placed Tooth Coloured Restorations

Local Analgesia for Dental Hygienists

Multidisciplinary Approach Towards Management of the Cracked Tooth

Bleaching Update 2009: Bleaching Options from the Youngest to the Oldest Patient

August
Wednesday 26 to Friday 28 August

2914:

Introductory Orthodontics

September
Wednesday 9 Sept
Wednesday 16 Sept

2916:
2917:

“Lab Speak”...Getting the Best Interaction with your Laboratory
Periodontal Surgery

October
Wednesday 14 October

2919:

The Role of the Dental Practitioner in Special Needs Dentistry

November
Wednesday 11 to Friday 13 Nov
Thursday 26 to Friday 27 Nov

10/10

The Melbourne Dental School has
several exciting new courses for
2009. For the first time the School
is offering an on-line CPD activity.
The format of this program allows
lectures to be streamed to you with
on-line references and supportive
teaching material. The on-line
teaching material will use state of
the art facilities at the University
of Melbourne to provide an Oral
Medicine course over a series of
modules.

All Year

July
Friday 3 to Saturday 4 July

We kindly thank and acknowledge
our sponsors

2009
Continuing
Professional
Development

2920:

2921:

Orthodontics for Therapists and Hygienists

Contemporary Endodontics

Monday 30 Nov

2922:

Dentoalveolar Surgery Refresher course

December
Tuesday 1 to Friday 4 December

2922:

Dentoalveolar Surgery Refresher course

the wheels have fallen off”. It wouldn’t
have been a good look, particularly
as the TV cameras are out and about
just looking for unfortunate souls
and misery. I also thought it wise to
drop my team name of “River Murray
Red Gums”. [Any good ideas for a new
name would be welcomed].
My daughters, Briony and Leah,
continue to participate each year – as
paddlers and as MLC team coaches. It
gets into the blood. They (and I) were
very ably assisted by a boyfriend who
was too slow to say no (or too foolishly
eager to please). Eryn, given the option
yet again of ground crewing pulled the
pin and quickly scarpered off to the
cold bleak northern European winter.
Some people will do anything!

Continued from page 3...
The Murray Marathon runs between
December 27th to 31st, starting at
Yarrawonga and arriving, with sections
of the river excluded due to little
obstacles like weirs, at Swan Hill – a
place of much rejoicing and relief. I
first paddled the thing in December
2007. I must confess that I only
undertake the Half Murray Marathon
– a distance of 200 kms over the 5
days. The option of the full distance for
me (400kms) seems to me to be pure
madness on a scale commensurate
with being eye gouged.
This last time we had wind and some
rain – while it slowed us down, at least
the ground crew were happier. With
over 300 combatants, the 2008 event
was one of the largest ever held. I was
generously sponsored by Colgate. I
resisted the temptation of placing a
sticker on the underside of the hull of
the kayak identifying Colgate or saying
something like “if you can read this,

The marathon is a hard slog – but an
insightful slog. I have learnt important
life skills – like the value of fluid
intake in hot weather and the need
to avoid floating tree branches that
turn out to be river crossing snakes.
On the Murray itself, the rest of the
world holds no interest. Except for
the cheering crowds at the check
points (bless ‘em all) together with the
wonderful bonhomie among paddlers
during the 5 hour struggle, the rest of
humanity is largely inconsequential.
It’s good to have times like that! I’m
intending to do it again this year –
plenty of time to find an excuse not to.

From the Editor
We hope you enjoyed reading this
edition of Dent-al, the Melbourne
Dental School’s newsletter for alumni.
We would be very pleased to have
your feedback on this issue and if you
would like to contribute in any way,
or have any suggestions for future
issues, we would be very pleased to
hear from you.
If you have any items of interest,
please let us know.
Editor:
Jennifer Sifonios

Contact
Postal Address:
Melbourne Dental School
Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry
and Health Sciences
The University of Melbourne
VICTORIA 3010 AUSTRALIA
Street Address:
Melbourne Dental School
The University of Melbourne
4th Floor, 720 Swanston Street
CARLTON 3053 VICTORIA
Telephone: 61 3 9341 1500
Facsimile: 61 3 9341 1599
Email: sifonios@unimelb.edu.au

www.dent.unimelb.edu.au
Design and production
www.mbcasite.com

Mike Morgan
Editor’s Note: Mike is the Colgate Chair
of Population Oral Health and has been
appointed as the Principal Oral Health
Advisor for Dental Health Services Victoria
(see News in Brief). Mike was also featured
in “The Age” Newspaper (Wednesday,
October 15th, 2008) for the national Ride to
Work Day.
Top: They come in all shapes and sizes.
Above: Mike Morgan trying to look
comfortable!
The University of Melbourne does not accept
responsibility for the accuracy of information
contained in this newsletter. No part of
this newsletter may be reproduced without
permission.

